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A WHOLE-SYSTEMS, NATUREBASED APPROACH TO W.A.S.H.

INTRODUCTION
As the impact of climate change is felt all around the world, conventional methods of building,
planting, irrigating, or harvesting are proving inadequate, while communities and landscapes
are increasingly more prone to disasters.
Humanitarian relief and human survival invariably operate in emergency mode and, without
thoughtful design, can leave people vulnerable to food insecurity, alienation
and further displacement, and environments depleted or destroyed.
Integrative and regenerative responses are grounded in nature and work with life-affirming
design principles to reduce risks, drawing on a range of nature-based solutions and
agroecological principles.
On this poster, a number of integrated, nature-based and regenerative solutions to disaster,
displacement and development are explored. You can visualise more on a map here, and see
how they can help to achieve the sustainable development goals: bit.ly/re-alliance-systemic

PROVIDING FOOD FOR
DISPLACED PEOPLE IN WAYS
THAT REPLENISH NATURAL
ENVIRONMENTS AND MARKETS
In emergency response, traditional wisdom and
culturally significant foods and practices can be
overlooked in order to feed populations in a hurry.
The introduction of Agroecology and Permaculture
ensures longer term local nutritious food supplies
as well as building ecological health. Permaculture
works in harmony with nature by training people to
compost and grow food themselves in ways that
replenish soils and biodiversity, protect ecosystems
from further damage, and use natural water flows or
recycled water for irrigation. Agroecology and
Agroforestry emphasise the need to rapidly restore
forests and lost vegetation, enabling food sovereignty
by empowering small-scale and peasant farmers,
local markets, as well as traditional and culturally
significant crops.
Displaced communities and development workers can
create nature inspired settlement designs which mirror
the natural flows of water, landscapes and people,
maximising opportunities to preserve waterways and
grow food in a settlement environment while building
resilience to floods and cyclones.
Read more here about how YICE Uganda taught
Permaculture design methods to refugee farmers in
the Mubende region of Uganda, increasing household
income of nearly 700 people by over 20%.
re-alliance.org/ugandan-refugee-kitchen-gardens

Sketch left: most refugee settlements are established in
straight lines and rows, without access to nearby growing
spaces. By organising housing structures or tents in a circular
design, this creates a higher sense of community safety,
accountability and solidarity, while accommodating for a small
growing patch for each family unit builds food security, soil
health and biodiversity while minimising need for heavily
packaged food aid.

WASH (water, sanitation and hygiene) is a core area of
importance within humanitarian response but
conventional practices are often unsustainable and
damaging to the environment. For example, borehole
drilling for groundwater is potentially hazardous for
groundwater levels if these are not replenished.
An integrative approach to WASH includes recycling
and harvesting of water and the integration of
compost toilets which feed directly into food trees
(named Treebog systems by its creator Jay Abrahams).
Inspired by natural cycles of decomposition, turning
human waste into compost more than doubles the
productivity of crops, and enables over 60% lower
water usage through a closed-loop system.
Read more here about how the Kamyaak village in
Senegal created 'Treebog' compost toilets, producing
over three times more biomass in trees located next to
the compost toilets.
re-alliance.org/tree-bogs-and-swales

MOBILISING COMMUNITY SUPPORT
Local communities hold deep knowledge of their
environments and can be mobilised to work with or in
advance of crisis response teams. There are many
approaches to communicating key ecological and
crisis-response messages such as creating songs to be
sung around the neighbourhood, or using puppetry or
comic posters in villages and schools. Re-Alliance
member IDEP developed a series of short puppetry
plays for communities across the Indonesian
archipelago to encourage ecological care and
reinforce messages about preparedness, specifically
for earthquake, tsunami, volcano, flood and landslide.
IDEP distributed these as short films to schools and
communities in high-risk areas, and through public
performances and discussions. Using creativity to
spread information among communities can enable
them to mobilise quickly, lowering the need for
external interventions.

CRISIS:
A CRY & AN OPPORTUNITY FOR
NATURE-BASED & SYSTEMIC
SOLUTIONS
Crisis is itself an indicator of damaged systems and an
opportunity for change. Those responding to crises
need first to save lives but also to be mindful of the
quality of the lives they are saving, to ensure
resilience to future crises and reduce the further
human and environmental damage these might
bring. Such crises are a warning sign that people
cannot continue to build, produce food, use water
and resources in the same ways as they have done in
the past.
Crisis response has to include the restoration and
conservation of landscapes, forests and other
terrestrial ecosystems, the restoration and
conservation of water resources and support for
food systems that replenish land and prevent further
loss of biodiversity.

+40%
FARMERS USING AGROECOLOGICAL
METHODS IN AREAS AFFECTED BY
NATURAL DISASTERS SUCH AS
HURRICANES HAVE 40% MORE TOPSOIL
POST DISASTER, GREATER SOIL
MOISTURE AND WATER RETENTION,
AND LESS ECONOMIC LOSS.
- GIMINEZ, 2000

Read more here about how IDEP quickly reached over
15,000 people with simple, creative messaging about
ecological health and disaster preparedness.
re-alliance.org/idep-puppetry

NATURE OPERATES AS A
COMPLEX INTERCONNECTED
SYSTEM, INSPIRING THIS
INTEGRATIVE WHOLESYSTEMS APPROACH TO
DISASTER RESPONSE

